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b)

Group-A

1. a) Define Fourier series ol/(t)for the interval (-t, t).Sketch the following function for
three cycles and hence find its Fourier series:

f (t).__ l-t;.;i;:;.
b) Plot the line spectrum for the following Fourier series:

f {t) = i + Z #*" "at + lff sin nat
n=l n=1

2. a) Find Harmonic analysis ofthe given Fourier series

f(t)= a ; (-l)"*'?r', nzt
,tD=r n 6

Y=f(t)= t;0StSzr
= n; fi<t <2L

f(t) =111a2n; Herc, T =2L=2n :.L=n

Sketch a graph ofl t) h the iurteryal -2r < t <27t

Plot the line (at teast 6) spectrum (discrete frequency spectra) for the Fourier series
-lf(t) = l0 +2Xlsinnzrt

co."iill, **. ocYr," . ,=r n '-AC vrtue

3. a) State and prove the convolution theorem fbr Fourier transform.

b) Define convolution sum and convolution integral. If ,t"l = ())" ' uln - Zl
and h[n] = uln + 21, find the convolution sum x[n] * h[1].

Groun-B

4, a) Define unit step function. Express the following function in terms of unit step
functions and hence find its Laplace transform:

€(*\ -(8i t<2t\L)-\6. t>Z
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b)

c)

s. l)
b)

Define ramp function. Sketch the wave form of the following signal:
x(t) = 71s + 2) - r(t + 1) - r(r - t) + r(t - 2)

Define Laplace transform ofa function /(t). Evaluate L{tz s-zt1

Find rhe inverse Laplace transform of#
Solve the following IVP by Laplace transform:

Y" +Y = r; Y(0) = I,Y',(0) = -2

Sketch the waveforms of the following signals
x(t) = 4u(t - 1) - 8u(t - 4) + 4u(t - 6)

Find Fourier Transform of
f(t) = 2 ;0(t<1

=-2 ;-1(t<0
=0 ; ltl , 1

Write a MATLAB function to construct a complex wave /(r) in the time interval
o{-a.201 for the lollowing Fourier series:

-,,f(t) = 4 + t a(l -cosnn)sinnt
.".r'ili**" oci"r," 1=rnn -

AC valuc

Write MATLAB code to sketch line spectrum (at least 6)for the following complex

6. a)

b)

7.a)

b)
wave

f (t)
Cohpler wore

c) If
and h[n] = 2;1=[

= -2; a=l

= z.s +r-ii ! ,"o, ,n - 1) ,i, nnt 
I

or-'^* IE ?| n' 4'

x[nl =] ; n=[
=2 ; n=l

Write MATLAB code to find the convolution sumfor the above signals.
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